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last word lie renders Neocororum.   But this description is
erroneous.103
Other specimens were known to exist in England,
notably the Pembroke, which at the sale was proved to
be cast,109 and others belonging to private numismatists.110
The Abbe Barthelemy condemned the specimen in
the King's cabinet. He says :ul " I have never been
satisfied with this medal. The first glance of it is very
unfavourable, and our suspicions increase in proportion
as we examine it with more attention." But it is allowed
by Mionnetj112 and an example of undoubted authen-
ticity, and in beautiful preservation, has recently passed
from a collection at Metz into the hands of Mr. Wad-
dington, on which may be seen the letters NOG with a
sharpness and clearness leaving nothing to be desired.113
Specimens in other cpllections are known to exist.
ids The coin of Philip was also published by Sestini (Desoript,
Num. Yet. pp. 455—456 ; pi. x. fig. 6), but with the letters
NI2
K   on the  ark.      The  K,   he  suggested,  might represent
KIBOTOC. This is, of course, erroneous. Munter (SinnWder
pt. ii., No. iii. p. 52) also considered that the letters meant
NjJEJQKopoJj', whilst M. Raoul Rochette (Mem. de VAcad.
vol. xiii. p. 115, note) came to the conclusion that the legend on
the ark was NO, with a trace of one or two other letters which
ought to have been 6K (NOGK for NGQK). He adds that in
any case the legends of the coin of Severus are not faithfully
given either in the description or plates of Mionnet (Descrip. des
Med. vol. iv. p. 234, No. 25; Suppl. vol. vii. pi. xil No. 1),
hut in this, as may be seen from our engravings, he was clearly
mistaken.
109 Cat. part 3, pi. 78; Sale Cat. No. 1136.
no Areh&ologia, vol. iv. p. 334.
in Arch&ohgia, vol. iv. p. 351.
112	Vol. iv. p. 237, No. 261.
113	Melanges $] Archtologie, vol. iii. p. 196,
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